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Abstract

This work is concerned with the behavior of n-bond trees in a regular d dimen

sional lattice for large n. A lattice tree is, by definition, a connected cluster

of bonds with no closed loops.

The results presented herein are for a 4spread-out' model in d > 8; this

model differs from the nearest-neighbour model in that the 'bonds' are chosen

uniformly from {x, y E 7l.d : max1~i~d IXi - Yi! $ L} where L will be taken

large enough for a variant of the lace expansion (as adapted in [HS3 & 4]) to

converge.

By way of comparison, it has been recently proved [HSl] via the lace ex

pansion that, above 4 dimensions, n step self-avoiding walks on the hypercubic

lattice 7l.d converge (in distribution) to Brownian motion when space is scaled

down by n 1/2, and n tends to infinity.

If we let tn(O, x) be the number of n bond trees connecting 0 and x, we can

take its Fourier series tn(k):

• ( ) - '" (0 ) i:·ktn k = LJ t n I X e ,
:EZd

..
where k E [-1I',1I']d. We prove that for L sufficiently large and d > 8 for the

spread-out model,

- - 1/4)
1· tn(k/Dn -loo dll 12/2-lk2 /21m _ - e ,
n/,oo tn(O) 0
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where iJ is related to the mean radius of gyration. This would correspond in

x space to scaling space down by n l / ol where n is the size of a tree as mea.<;ured

by the number of bonds it contains.

Similar calculations are carried out for trees connecting m points. The

resulting distributions turn out to be exactly the characteristic functions of

the measures D. Aldous conjectured in his 1993 J.S.P. paper regarding the

embedding of random continuum trees in IRd
- which are themselves related

to variant of super Brownian motion known as integrated super-Brownian

excursion (ISE).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of this work

Lattice trees can be viewed as models for branched polymers in '~heoretical

chemistry, but more importantly from the mathematical physics stand-point,

as models exhibiting features related to critical phenomena. Some of these

features will be explained below, but the one feature which will be the focus

of this work, is the existence of a scaling limit.

In general, the scaling limit will depend in an essential way on the spatial

dimension in which one is worleing. For instance, it has recently been shown

[HSl) that when the length n of a self-avoiding walk goes to infinity as space is

scaled down by n1/ 2, one gets convergence in :,Ustribution to Brownian motion

if d ~ 5. For d =4 the same is thought to occur (with a logarithmic correction

to the n1/2 power law), but for d ~ 3 the limit, if there is one, is not yet known.

The above is an example of a physical model which can be used to con

struct a probabilistic process - Brownian motion as it happens. The results

in this work yield a connection with the scaling limit of lattice trees and a

variant of super-processes called integrated super-Brownian excursion (ISE).

1
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In particular. we show that under appropriatt' condition~. tht' ~c(\ling limit

of lattice trees is distributed as 15E. Thl' latter i~ a procl'~~ which wmhil\l'S

aspects of the spatial diffusion exhibited by Brownian motion. together with

particle branching mechanisms [cf Chapter 5]. As a re~ult of this work, latticl'

trees can now be viewed as a physical model whose ~caling limit belongs to till'

class of super-processes known as ISE. It may be possible that the methods

developed for this work. coupled with those in [BG 1 So.: 2]. may help in the

study of the scaling limit of other models such as percolation. In fact T. HaTa

&.: G. Slade have conjectured in [OS] that for bond percolation, the scaling

limit of the incipient infinite cluster is also distributed as ISE.

It should be mentioned that our investigation was greatly aided by a paper

of O. Aldous [AI] (a probabilist), which contained the explicit distributions he

conjectured should result from the scaling limit of lattice trees. That turned

out to be a critical transfer of information since mathematical physicists had

no concrete notion of what limit to expect, and probabilists had no technology

to rigorously compute a scaling limit on the lattice. As will be described later,

the technology that was up to the task turned out to be the lace expansion as

adapted in [HS3&4].

B~fore describing our model, we should reiterate that the spatial dimension

our model is cast in will playa crucial role. In fact, not only is it very difficult

to construct a convergent expansion that can capture the behavior of lattice

trees in high dimensions, but it is still difficult (even in lower dimensions) to

construct algorithms to simulate them [RM] & [R.J]. The point is that even if

there were a new expansion valid below d =8 dimensions for lattice trees, one

would have no apriori notion of what scaling limit to expect.

We will be working in the d-dimensional hypercubic lattice Zd, and will
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focus cn a 'spread-out' model for d > 8, although we should mention that

the results contained herein also apply to the nearest-neighbour (n.n.) model

in sufficiently high dimensions. A lattice tree in Zd is a connected cluster of

bonds having no closed loops. In the s~read-out model these bonds should be

thought of as un-ordered pairs of sites, say x,y E Zd, such that IIx - ylloo :5 L;

if IIx - ylb = 1 we recover tJle nearest-neighbour model. We will say that a tree

T contains the site 'x' if it is an endpoint of a bond in T, with the convention

that {x} is a zero bond tree.

The reason for looking at the spread-out model is that by taking L large

enough, we can analyse it using a variant of the lace expansion if d > 8, the

critical dimension above which mean-field behavior is expected (the concept

of mean-field behavior will be discussed shortly). In fact, the main idea in

this work is the adaptation of the lace expansion developed by Brydges and

Spencer [BS], who originally used it to prove mean-field behavior for the weakly

self-avoiding walk above four dimensions. The expansion was later improved

by Hara and Slade [HS1] to deal with the fully self-avoiding walk (above four

dimensions), and then adapted [HS2] to percolation, where the triangle con

dition [AN] was shown to hold in sufficiently high dimension (thus proving

mean field behavior). Lately, the lace expansion was re-formulated in [HS3]

and [HS4] to handle the problem of proving mean-field behavior for lattice

trees and animals. There, the crucial bound was on the square diagram (to be

discussed shortly), which was shown to be finite for d > 8 for the spread-out

model, and in sufficiently high dimension for the nearest neighbour model.

These adaptations, and some others to be presented later on, have ultimately

enabled us to compute the scaling limit of of lattice trees under the above

conditions.
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Before discussing mean-field behavior for lattice trees wc must define a ra
rameter known as '\. Let an be the number of trees containing n bonds modulo

translation in the lattice (thus only the shape of the tree matters). Thcn by

sub-additivity arguments, it was shown [K] that there exists a constant .,\ such

that

sup a~/n == .,\ = lim a~/n
n~l n-+oo

with 0 < .,\ < 00. It is thought that for d ~ 2,

n-+oo i \ n -8(d)
an '" .""11\ n

(1.1.1)

(1.1.2)

except for a critical dimension (presumably d = 8 for lattice trees). Above this

critical dimension, the critical exponent (J is believed to be constant. In fact,

it was proven in [HS3&4] that if d > do for some do or if L > Lo for some Lo

for spread-out trees above d =8, then () =5/2. Thus, the model e",hibits the

same qualitative behavior under the above conditions as for arbitrarily high

d; the model is then said to exhibit. mean-field behavior. If d = 8 the above

expression is thought to need a logarithmic correction, but for d < 8, it is

expected that (J will vary \~'ith d. The best bounds to date are

which are proven in PR] and [M] (respectively), and are probably not sharp.

There are other critical exponents for lattice trees which will be discussed

in section 1.2, but one common to self-avoiding walks, percolation and lattice

trees is related to the susceptibility. The susceptibility in turn is the sum

over the lattice of the 2 point function GlI: (0, x). The latter is the generating

function for the number of n bond trees containing°and x. If ITI denotes the

number of bonds in a tree T, we have

GlI:(O, x) = L ziTI
T30,:

(1.1.3)
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where the sum is over trees containing °and x as depicted below.

If we let Zc == >.-1, and

O(z) = L Gz(O, x)Gz(x,y)Gz(y, w)Gz(w, 0) - Gz(O, 0)4,
:r.3I,wEZd

(1.1.4)

we can state the square condition, that is limz.l'zc O(z) < 00. If this condition

holds it was shown [T,TH] that the susceptibility

x(z) =L Gz(O,x)
:rEZd

(1.1.5)

is comparable to (zc - Z)-1/2 for z < Zc, Le. for some constants 0 < C1 < C2,

(1.1.6)

The singularity Zc is known as the critical point. It was proved in [HS4] that

for d > 8 and L large enough for the spread out model (or d large in the

nearest neighbour model):

B
X(z) = ( ) + £(z),

Zc - Z "Y

with 'Y = 1/2 and I£(z)\ ~ const. Izc - zl(-1/2 for Izi ~ zc, and any

(1.1.7)



f < min(1/2, (d - 8)/4). There are corresponding expressions for \(.:) in

percolation and self-avoiding walks, and the exponent governing their rates of

divergence at their critical points is also denoted by,'.

We now give an overview of the main results in this work. In Chapter 3

we will be looking at Xm(z), which we define as follows: let, Xl(':) =g(.:) =

Eno zITI be the generating function for trees containing the origin and X2(::) ==

X(z), as in (1.1.5). Then, for m ~ 3, define

G:(O, Xl, .. , Xm-l) = L
T30.rl ....rm_1

_ITI.. (1.1.8)

to be the generating function for trees containing {O, X1I", Xm-l}' Now let

Xm(z) = L::rl .....rm_1 G:(O, XI, ... , Xm-l)' We now present the main result of

chapter 3.

Theorem 1.1 For d > 8 and L sufficiently large (or d sufficiently large for

the nearest neighbour model), m~ 3, and for Izi < ZCI

(1.1.9)

where the un-subscripted X(z)'s were defined in {1.1.5}. The following bounds

also hold:

1) Iv(z)1 ~ c for Izl ~ Zc

e} x(z)2m-3v(z)m-2 = x(z)2m-3v(zc)m-2 + E(z) for m ~ 3, with IE(z)1 <

c\zc - zl-m+3/2+ f
, for Izi < Zc and any f < min(1/2, (d - 8)/4).

S} IEm(z)1 ~ clzc-zl-3/2·lzc-lzll-m+3+', forlzl < Zc andm ~ 4. Form = 3,

IE3(zjl ~ c\zc - :;1-1.

The main conclusion to be drawn from (1.1.9) is that trees connecting m

distinct points, can be represented via a product of uncoupled generating func

tions mediated by vertex factors v(z). In other words, starting from the most




































































































































































































































